AFTER IRAQ: LEARNING THE WAR’S LESSONS
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In the wake of the Iraq war, the Bush Administration and Congress are trying to learn what lessons this victory holds for preparing for future conflicts. There is an expectation that in short order they can digest the war’s complex operations and determine sound policy insights.

But that is not likely to happen. Rather, in the near term, they would do well to focus on a few key strategic issues—refining national military strategy, restructuring U.S. alliances, reordering defense research and development priorities, rebalancing aviation acquisition programs, improving post-conflict planning, and enhancing the role of the U.S. Department of Defense in homeland security.

An analysis of the war and its impact on how the United States can best meet these core strategic challenges suggests that the following actions should be high on the list of Administration and congressional priorities in the months ahead.

• The Pentagon should publish a military strategy that establishes isolating potential enemies as a first principle. Keeping enemies in a small box—undercutting their alliances, sources of support, and the means to obtain and use weapons of mass destruction or advanced technologies—ought to be job one.

• The only way to bring about a further dramatic increase in the mobility and flexibility of U.S. forces is to develop the breakthrough technologies and new manufacturing methods that will significantly reduce the weight of the force while retaining its lethality and survivability. Congress should increase annual funding for the basic science and technology effort that might provide the leap-ahead capabilities needed for military transformation by about 10 percent.

• The United States military is on the cusp of a wave of acquisition that by mid-decade could account for a quarter or more of defense spending. The lion’s share of this procurement will be
in modernizing the air fleet. This is an enormous investment that the Pentagon can ill-afford to get wrong. The Administration and Congress should fundamentally rethink short-range aircraft procurement. A less ambitious program would still allow the United States to maintain its competitive edge while turning its attention to other critical defense needs, particularly bomber modernization and transformation programs.

- Although it is too soon to judge the effectiveness of the occupation of Iraq, it does seem that preparations for the post-conflict period were inadequate. The U.S. needs to do better. The Department of Defense should assign the Army the mission of post-conflict operations (not peacekeeping or nation-building) as a core competency and build a supporting joint and interagency structure that is prepared to execute these missions rather than one that is created ad hoc.

- The United States is not adequately prepared to deal with catastrophic terrorist attacks that might occur while U.S. forces are engaged overseas. The Pentagon must rethink the organization, tasks, and forces assigned to the U.S. Northern Command (NORTHCOM) to ensure that they are adequate to support homeland security against the threat of catastrophic terrorist attacks, particularly during periods when U.S. forces are engaged in overseas conflicts.

Refining the national military strategy, restructuring U.S. alliances, reprioritizing defense research and development efforts, rebalancing aviation acquisition programs, improving post-conflict planning, and providing additional support to NORTHCOM are obvious and pressing problems that can be addressed right now—helping to ensure that the nation maintains its competitive advantages, brings overseas military campaigns to successful conclusions, and protects the homeland.

—James Jay Carafano, Ph.D., is Senior Research Fellow for National Security and Homeland Security in the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for International Studies at The Heritage Foundation.
AFTER IRAQ: LEARNING THE WAR’S LESSONS
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In a three-week campaign, the United States and its coalition allies deposed the regime of Iraqi strongman Saddam Hussein. In the wake of the war, the Bush Administration and Congress are trying to learn what lessons this victory holds for preparing for future conflicts.

It is not clear, however, that they are getting it right. There is an expectation that in short order they can digest the war’s complex operations and determine sound policy insights. That is not likely to happen. A thorough review will need some historical perspective.

Rather, in the near term, they would do well to focus on a few key strategic issues—refining national military strategy, restructuring U.S. alliances, reordering defense research and development priorities, rebalancing aviation acquisition programs, improving post-conflict planning, and enhancing the role of the U.S. Department of Defense in homeland security. These are obvious and pressing problems that can be addressed right now—helping to ensure that the nation maintains its competitive advantages, brings overseas military campaigns to successful conclusions, and protects the homeland.

LESSONS LEARNED ABOUT LEARNING LESSONS

Success can be the handmaiden of future military defeats—if it breeds intellectual complacency. Learning the right lessons from past wars, especially for the winners, is always problematic. What often passes for insights are more often code words for advancing particular agendas, avoiding tough issues, or ignoring the ambiguities, arguments, and evidence that do not fit the “right answer.”

America’s recent track record is not good. Official lessons-learned efforts after Operation Desert Storm were a failure. Service parochialisms dominated the Defense Department report, and Congress failed to ask the hard questions. In addition, post-Desert Storm reviews focused largely on war-fighting issues and ignored the larger strategic, diplomatic, operational, and post-conflict challenges that ought to be reexamined in the wake of war.

There are only a few signs that this Administration and Congress will do better. The Pentagon tasked its Joint Forces Command in Norfolk, Virginia, to prepare the official “lessons learned” report. Preliminary results are due to be briefed shortly. The command has yet to prove it is up to...
the task of providing sophisticated and insightful analysis or challenging service preconceptions.

Joint Forces Command has been collecting data since the onset of military operations. So far, a team of 35 military and civilian analysts has interviewed over 400 key leaders and collected about 4,000 files of various materials that will have to be evaluated. The fact that they plan on assimilating this mass of information so quickly almost guarantees that the results will be fairly superficial and mostly laudatory. Equally disappointing, the lessons-learned process has not been an interagency effort, which would include the participation of other organizations such as the Central Intelligence Agency and the Departments of State and Homeland Security. Other aspects of the war, including the broader strategic issues and the homeland security mission, are not being considered.

Meanwhile, even before the release of the Pentagon’s report, the House mark-up of the Defense Authorization Bill already have to have captured the lessons learned. This mark-up, however, reflects little new thinking, seemingly content to add a few extra dollars to existing programs, upping the Pentagon’s allowance for a job well done.

Divining a war’s lessons is neither easy nor quick. Probably the single most successful project was the German Reichswehr appreciation of World War I combat gained after a half-decade of analysis, testing, experimentation, and debate. Now computers and simulations make it easier to process information so quickly almost guarantees that the analysis drive the agenda, rather than rush to claim that the next budget captures the lessons of the last war.

In addition, the military achievements in Iraq have to be placed in context. U.S. combat experiences after the Cold War have been incredibly diverse. Desert Storm, Haiti, Somalia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Operation Iraqi Freedom all required different combinations of military forces for different objectives. No one conflict will likely offer a cookie-cutter solution for how to fight future wars; therefore, the core strategic lessons from this latest battle need to be weighed against the experience of other operations to derive the common themes and trends that are important.

The Administration and Congress, however, do not have to stand passively by while Joint Forces Command struggles along. There are first-order questions on the use of military force to which the Iraq conflict offers some very clear insights. These can guide efforts while waiting for more detailed, and hopefully thoughtful and unbiased, analysis on

3. Problems frequently encountered in deducing lessons learned include such factors as accounting for incomplete and inaccurate information and addressing unique aspects of the campaign that might not have wider applications for other conflicts. See Ronald O’Rouke, “Iraq War: Defense Program Implications for Congress,” Congressional Research Service, RL31946, June 4, 2003, pp. 1–3.

NOTE: Nothing written here is to be construed as necessarily reflecting the views of The Heritage Foundation or as an attempt to aid or hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.
the performance of individual units, tactics, and weapons.

Whether future conflicts involve fighting a global war on terrorism, dealing with rogue states, or meeting the challenges of a rising competitor, the United States will want to retain freedom of action and the unfettered ability to project military power. Lessons learned should focus on the key enablers that allow the United States to exploit its great-power status. The critical issues that need to be addressed include issues of strategy, alliance relationships, research and development priorities, aviation acquisition, post-conflict planning, and homeland security.

REFINING MILITARY STRATEGY

The Iraq conflict had a key attribute in common with other successful major U.S. military operations since World War II. In Operation Iraqi Freedom, Afghanistan, Kosovo, Desert Storm, and Panama, the enemy was denied sanctuary and support. In each case, an isolated foe was exposed to the brunt of American power. In contrast, in Korea and Vietnam (and in the Russian experience in Afghanistan), the enemy had sanctuaries where it could go to rest and resupply, as well as sources of support that could not be touched. Great states should fight wars where they can use their preponderance of power to their advantage and control the scope and pace of conflict.

In the most recent operation, the success of U.S. efforts needs be approached with some caution. Little is publicly known about the Iraqis' preparation for war. In the end, their rapid defeat may be attributed as much to Saddam's strategic misjudgments as to the prowess of the American military. Still, the point should not be lost: Keeping the bad guys in a very small box both before and during a war is a very big deal.

This Administration has yet to publish a national military strategy. When it does, recognition of the benefit of boxing the enemy should have a prominent place in the Pentagon's thinking. Strategic isolation ought to be a priority in any confrontation.

In turn, the importance of strategic isolation should drive the Pentagon to augment capabilities that help constrain an enemy's options, like robust and persistent intelligence and reconnaissance assets that allow for monitoring cross-border activities. In this respect, the Pentagon's increasing emphasis on enhancing space-borne assets, converting Ohio-class submarines to improve their recon-strike means, fielding more long-range unmanned aerial vehicles, and robust special operations forces makes sense. A sharper strategy would place even more emphasis on such needs and push the armed forces toward developing the right set of capabilities for the future.

RETHINKING AMERICA'S ALLIANCES

During Operation Iraqi Freedom, alliances and international organizations that served well enough during the Cold War were largely irrelevant to the success in Iraq. The United States needed allies to win the war, but they were different in kind and character from those relied on in the past. Key allies (in particular, Qatar and Kuwait) offered staging grounds for U.S. forces. Meanwhile, European nations, outside the framework of NATO, provided facilities that made possible the transit of most of the material and troops that fought in the war.

Today, U.S. strategic needs, as operations in Iraq clearly reflect, are far more diverse. America requires partners that can help us dissuade, preempt, and defeat as well as deter threats—and it may not always be clear long beforehand which countries will be needed and when they will be needed.

In addition, as diplomatic wrangling before the war demonstrated, the United States appears increasingly at odds with many of its traditional allies regarding the seriousness of emerging security threats. Unlike the Cold War, there is no universal consensus on the nature of global dangers, particularly with respect to international terrorism and the

7. There is some discussion of defense strategy in U.S. Department of Defense, Quadrennial Defense Review Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Defense, September 30, 2001). The strategic tenets discussed in the report, however, focus overwhelmingly on developing new capabilities rather than on containing threats. It should be noted there is no formal requirement for a published national military strategy.
spread of weapons of mass destruction. Everyone agrees these are bad things, but the agreement ends on how to handle these problems, as illustrated by U.N. Security Council debates over inspections in Iraq.

Disagreements between strategic partners are nothing new. Many forget, for example, the intense strains that the decision to deploy U.S. ground-launched cruise missiles and Pershing II missiles placed on the NATO alliance in the late 1970s. Differences between allies are a fact of life. Indeed, absent a clear common threat like the Soviet Union, and given the diminishing defense contribution of many the United States' traditional European allies, it is likely that there will be even less collective decision-making and more frequent disagreements in the future.

What is more important to note is that the basic purpose of America's military alliances has changed. During the Cold War, forward-deployed military forces and multinational coalitions were a tripwire against Soviet expansionism. Now they serve a different role. In fact, in the future, the best military alliances may primarily be a wide range of bilateral arrangements that ensure options for U.S. access to different parts of the world. Multinational and international organizations might best serve primarily for diplomatic functions—focused more on ensuring the appropriate behavior of allies (such as supporting nonproliferation regimes, anti-terrorism measures, and humanitarian assistance) than on providing military forces for going after enemies.

The implications of these changes are significant. Maintaining forward-deployed forces and extensive overseas infrastructure has always been among the Pentagon's highest priorities. In contrast, Special Operations Forces training missions, National Guard state-to-state partnership programs, and other military-to-military activities, which are the real backbone of building trust and confidence between future allies, often get short shrift. That has to change, as does the notion that reducing overseas presence automatically equates to eliminating combat force structure.

Today, unlike the period of the Cold War, what forces do rather than where they are determines their strategic utility. Operations in Iraq, for example, drew on units from virtually every combat command. In addition to regular forces, reservists and the National Guard played a major role as well. At the time of the war, there were 222,000 on active duty, many either serving in Iraq or performing homeland security duties. The increasingly frequent use of military forces for operational missions is straining the force. The U.S. needs to realign its forces to meet new alliance needs, not reduce capacity.

There are some signs that on this subject, Congress and the Pentagon understand the requirements. House proposals, for example, to increase active-duty and full-time reserve component end strength for some critical military specialties are sound. Of even more long-term consequence is the Defense Department's decision to reposition forces in Korea and realign Pacific commands.

The Pentagon is also considering restructuring the U.S. military footprint in Europe. Here they should be very bold. There is a lot that can be done. Simply eliminating unnecessary commands and moving to the joint basing of Army, Navy, Marine, and Navy forces where it makes sense should reduce overseas troop requirements by 10-

9. For example, between 1990 and 1999, defense spending of all European members of NATO declined from $183 billion to $174 billion, a decline in the average rate of spending from 3 percent to 2.3 percent of gross national product. For a cogent discussion of the divergence of American and European military capabilities, see David Yost, "The NATO Capabilities Gap and the European Union," Survival, Winter 2000–2001, pp. 97–128.
10. See the list of units deployed in Cordesman, Instant Lessons, pp. 292–305.
11. H.R. 1588 recommends increasing active-duty end strength by 6,240 and full-time reserve and guard end strength by 1,515 and 2,123, respectively, above the Administration's FY 2004 budget request, along with additional funding.
20 percent. Much can be gained from moving quickly and decisively in restructuring the U.S. global military presence.

RESETTING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

In modern conventional combat operations, as was seen again during Operation Iraqi Freedom, the military’s main task has not been to overwhelm an enemy with manpower, but to outperform them with superior combat systems. The real challenge has become getting these forces into theater when they are needed. Today, issues of how much can be moved, in what way, and at what speed have become the key limiting factors in how and when the United States brings the preponderance of its military power to bear. It still takes a lot to move the military. The United States shipped over 81,000 tons of cargo to the Gulf. It took 2,000 rail cars and 1,000 trucks just to get the 4th Infantry Division, the Army’s most modernized force, to port.

In the past, warfighting needs largely drove the decisions that prescribed how much and what kinds of forces generals need. In the future, as combat forces become more capable and lethal, how quickly troops can get “there from anywhere” may be the more important determinant of their value.

Right now, to move faster, the armed forces try to take less and increase the effectiveness of what they send by enhancing interoperability and efficiency. For instance, the Marines that fought in Iraq had too much equipment to be airlifted into theater, and it would not all fit in the Navy’s amphibious warfare ships. Without the 11 Maritime Prepositioning Force ships in the Mediterranean, Diego Garcia, and Guam, which were stocked with most of the heavy equipment and supplies the Marines needed, they would have never gotten to the fight at all.

Efforts like prepositioning equipment will take us only so far— but at present, there are few more attractive options. Buying new means of transport or slightly lighter equipment may only marginally improve deployability at a high cost. The only way to forge ahead is to develop the breakthrough technologies and new manufacturing methods that will dramatically reduce the weight of the force while retaining its lethality and survivability.

Currently, however, the biggest research and development (R&D) budget increases go to system development and demonstration, applying proven technologies. While some of the development and demonstration effort will help provide critical new capabilities, such as missile defense, much of the future spending in this area is programmed to go to follow-on replacements for traditional platforms such as helicopters and fighter aircraft.

In contrast, funds for the basic scientific exploration needed to develop the innovations that might challenge the tyranny of gravity are in sharp decline. In the Administration’s FY 2004 budget request, basic research would fall 7.7 percent to $1.3 billion while applied research would decline 14.4 percent to $3.7 billion. Science and Technology programs overall, which also include early technology development, will drop 8.3 percent to $10.3 billion.

This trend should be reversed. If the United States is serious about maintaining its overwhelming competitive advantages over the long term, it needs to invest for the long term. Funding should match the levels recommended in the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review, which called for spending 3 percent of the defense budget on basic science and technology.


17. According to this formula, the FY 2004 budget for science and technology should be $11.4 billion (an increase of about $1.1 billion over the FY 2004 budget request). See Quadrennial Defense Review, p. 63.
REBALANCING AVIATION ACQUISITION PRIORITIES

While the battles in the Iraqi desert and among crowded city streets may have implications for the future of many military platforms, no subject should receive more attention than armed forces' aviation needs. The United States military is on the cusp of a wave of acquisition that by mid-decade could account for a quarter or more of defense spending. The lion's share of this procurement will be in modernizing the air fleet of combat, transport, and support craft. This is an enormous investment that the Pentagon can ill-afford to get wrong.

Perhaps the most cogent observation of the war in Iraq is that only 56 years after the passage of the National Security Act of 1947 that corralled the services under a single federal department, the armed forces fought its closest approximation to a truly “joint” campaign that united their capabilities into one integrated military operation. The military discovered that the quest for the “Holy Grail” was worth it. Jointness really works—the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

What matters most in joint warfare is overall systems performance, not individual platforms. In fact, given the right system, even old weapons can provide dramatic new capabilities. As Naval War College Professor Mackubin Owens points out, creating new ways of warfare is not an “all-or-nothing proposition” that requires scrapping all the old weapons for new ones. The Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), which turns a bomb built in the 1950s into a precision-guided 21st century weapon with the addition of a guidance kit that costs about $20,000, is a case in point.

That said, even in “systems-centric” warfare, platforms (e.g., tanks, ships, and planes) still matter. In war, systems do not always perform as expected. Sometimes they fail, leaving the military dependent on platforms. For example, it is unclear whether or not the military can yet achieve sufficient “situational awareness” of the battlefield to avoid all threats and completely give up the lethality and protection that some platforms provide in exchange for significantly lighter weight and greater speed. In close combat, robust platforms still matter: They are a hedge against the inevitable friction of battle that drags against any system in wartime.

As a result, while thinking about future war should be driven by systems, platforms still must be considered. The lives of U.S. soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen may depend on them. In addition, buying platforms consumes most of the defense acquisition budget. In no other area is learning the right lessons from the war more important.

In the months ahead, the future requirements for short-range tactical aircraft has to top the list of subjects for discussion for the simple reason that it comprises such an enormous wedge of Defense acquisition spending, as well as spending on operations and maintenance.

Clearly, combat in Iraq reinforced the results of other recent campaigns by demonstrating that responsive airpower and effective close air support is now a question of range, loiter time over the battle area, and payload. Bombers, naval strike forces, unmanned vehicles, helicopters, missiles, and artillery, as well as short-range aircraft, can provide much of this capability.


20. Another example of the danger of over-reliance on systems can be taken from the business world. The downfall of AT&T offers a case in point. The company had a brilliant vision to transform itself from a long-distance carrier to a full-service telecommunications provider, but every piece of their new system had to arrive on time and on budget for the whole thing to work: They did not, and the company's profits plummeted, costing AT&T its blue ship status. See Paul Bracken, “Corporate Disasters: Some Lessons for Transformation,” Joint Force Quarterly, Autumn 2002, p. 84.
It is too soon to draw detailed lessons on the performance of any one weapon. For example, some pundits have been quick to consign U.S. Army attack helicopters to history's junk pile after an AH–64 Apache assault near Karbala that left one aircraft shot down and many damaged. But all this attack showed is that helicopters are vulnerable to very low-level air defense and small-arms fire. That is not news. Whether the battlefield role of rotary-wing attack aircraft is a technological dead end or just the victim of bad tactics deserves a closer look.

On the other hand, the real limitations of short-range tactical aircraft seem apparent. They cannot linger as long over the battlefield, nor can they carry as large a payload as a bomber. Unlike missiles, artillery, and unmanned aerial vehicles, they put a pilot at risk every time they fly over a target.

In addition, theater access, particularly for aircraft that could launch only from existing airfields or improved airstrips, was a problem. During the Iraq war, although military threats did not restrict access to airfields, political sensibilities did. According to one analysis, of the 58 regional airbases within optimal range of the battlefield, only three were available to bomb-dropping aircraft. To increase the sortie rate, the Air Force made extensive use of older airframes such as the A–10 Thunderbolt, AV–8B Harrier, and AC–130 gunship that could operate from austere airfields. In future conflicts, restricted basing, as a result of either enemy action or diplomatic wrangling, could be a serious obstacle to the use of tactical fighter craft.

Given the limitations of tactical aircraft and the menu of means available to the services, massive planned investments in the Defense Department’s three major tactical aircraft modernization programs (the F/A–18E/F Super Hornet, the F/A–22 Raptor, and the F–35 Joint Strike Fighter) seem out of balance. Buying all these aircraft in the numbers planned by the Pentagon will expand U.S. capabilities in an area where the American military already enjoys an enormous competitive advantage. At the same time, these efforts risk shortchanging bomber modernization and other defense requirements.

The House Armed Services Committee should be commended for recommending $100 million for the research and development of a next-generation bomber. But this is only a small step in the right direction of looking at credible alternatives for the future.

IMPROVING THE PLANNING FOR PEACE

In Iraq, initial post-conflict activities should have focused on providing a safe and secure environment, searching for weapons of mass destruction programs and the infrastructure that supports terrorism, and securing Iraq’s oil resources for the future reconstruction of the country. With the exception of gaining quick control of the oil fields, in many respects, U.S. operations seem to have missed their mark. Of particular concern is that the coalition did not seem to have forces properly tailored to accomplish the main objective of the campaign: tracking down and rooting out the hidden elements of Iraq’s illegal weapons programs.

Although occupation duties are never easy and it would be unrealistic to expect normalcy to return quickly to a country that has been mercilessly exploited by a ruthless dictator for decades, it does seem that preparations for the post-conflict period were inadequate. In part, this can be attributed to a lack of understanding over the military’s appropriate role. Historically, the armed forces concentrate on warfighting and eschew the challenges of deal-

22. For a cogent analysis, see Christopher J. Bowie, The Anti-Access Threat and Theater Air Bases (Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2002).
The military's role in post-conflict activities is limited but vital. Nation-building is a task for which military forces are neither well-suited nor appropriate. In addition, prolonged occupation ties up valuable military manpower that might be needed elsewhere. Yet, in any post-conflict operation, the United States will have moral and legal obligations to restore order, provide a safe and secure environment for the population, ensure that people are being fed, and prevent the spread of infectious disease. During World War II, they called it, appropriately, “the disease and unrest formula.”

Implementing the formula is never easy. In the initial stages of any occupation, post-conflict activities have to be a primarily military-led effort. Only the occupation forces have the security and logistics needed to get the job done, and they can provide a focal point for the unity of effort required to make the troubled transition from war to peace.

Although the military should be in charge at the outset, even before the end of the conflict, they should work closely with allies, federal agencies, and nongovernmental agencies. Ensuring that the military does the right things after the war and works with the right people are skills that are not easily learned and quickly forgotten.

The U.S. needs to prepare more effectively for the post-conflict period. Someone must have clear responsibility for the doctrine, detailed coordination, force requirements, and technologies required to conduct these operations. Today, in the halls of the Pentagon and the staff rooms at the combatant commands, roles and missions are dispersed too diffusely and only intermittently gain the attention of senior leaders. One of the services (the Army is probably the best candidate) needs to be tasked to develop a core competency in post-conflict operations, and there needs to be a standing joint and interagency structure for properly managing these missions.

26. James Jay Carafano, Waltzing into the Cold War: The Struggle for Occupied Austria (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 2002), pp. 11–13 and 19–22. Typically, in post-conflict planning, the U.S. military fails to implement the lessons of previous operations, coordinates poorly with allies and nongovernmental organizations, and participates inadequately in interagency planning.

In the wake of the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the Joint Chiefs of Staff rushed out a new version of the Unified Command Plan; but since then, headquarters has done little more than set up shop. If the threats to the homeland were far more significant than those actually posed during Operation Iraqi Freedom, it is not clear what real value the command would have added to the security of the nation. NORTHCOM could be made much more effective.28

A NATIONAL ACTION PLAN

The war in Iraq underscored the core strategic issues that demand the immediate attention of the Administration and Congress. They can and should act now to refine the national military strategy, restructure U.S. alliances, reprioritize defense research and development efforts, rebalance aviation acquisition programs, improve post-conflict planning, and provide additional support to NORTHCOM.

The following actions should be high on their list of priorities in the months ahead.

- The Pentagon should publish a military strategy that establishes isolating potential enemies as a first principle. Keeping enemies in a small box—undercutting their alliances, sources of support, and the means to obtain and use weapons of mass destruction or advanced technologies—ought to be job one.

- As the purpose and utility of alliances change, the U.S. military force structure needs to keep pace. The Administration must align military forward presence and engagement to meet new strategic requirements. Getting the realignment of forces in Europe right should be a high priority. Congress should give strong and unqualified support to these efforts.

- Congress should increase annual funding for the basic science and technology that might provide the leap-ahead capabilities needed for military transformation by at least 10 percent.

- The Administration and Congress should fundamentally rethink short-range aircraft procurement. A less ambitious program would still allow the United States to maintain its competitive edge while turning its attention to other critical defense needs, particularly bomber modernization and transformation programs.

- The Department of Defense should assign the Army the mission of post-conflict operations (not peacekeeping or nation-building) as a core competency and build a supporting joint and interagency structure that is prepared to execute these missions rather than relying on an ad hoc structure.

- The Pentagon must rethink the organization, tasks, and forces assigned to NORTHCOM to ensure that they are adequate to support the security of the homeland against the threat of catastrophic terrorist attacks, particularly during periods when U.S. forces are engaged in overseas conflicts.

CONCLUSION

Americans can be justifiably proud of the U.S. military's performance during the war in Iraq, but victory is little more than a page in the history book once the war is over. What matters is securing an enduring peace and preparing for the next challenge. Learning the right lessons to prepare for the future is a difficult task that deserves serious effort.

Congress and the Administration should take the time to get it right. At the same time, they should not lose sight of the top strategic issues underscored by the conduct of the war. National military strategy, the structure of U.S. alliances, the order of precedence for defense research and development priorities, defense acquisition priorities, post-conflict planning, and the role of the Department of Defense in homeland security require prompt and sustained attention.

—James Jay Carafano, Ph.D., is Senior Research Fellow for National Security and Homeland Security in the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for International Studies at The Heritage Foundation.

In the wake of the Iraq war, the Bush Administration and Congress are trying to learn what lessons this victory holds for preparing for future conflicts. There is an expectation that in short order they can digest the war's complex operations and determine sound policy insights. But that is not likely to happen. Rather, in the near term, they would do well to focus on a few key strategic issues: refining national military strategy, restructuring U.S. alliances, reordering defense research and development priorities, rebalancing aviation acquisition programs, improving post-conflict planning. After the failure to find weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, the rationale for the war shifted from regime change to the grandiose scheme of implanting democracy. There was always a mismatch between goals, plans, organisation and resources. Lesson three: the collapse of the state leads to communal violence. Lesson six: interventions inevitably have unintended consequences. The intervention in Iraq led to civil war and the deaths of over 100,000 Iraqis. It turned the country into a battlefield of regional powers, rather than a buffer. The weakness of the new Iraq has helped enable the resurgence of Iran, setting off a regional power struggle between Saudi Arabia and Turkey on one side and Iran on the other with tragic consequences in Syria. In the 15 years since former US President George Bush launched the Iraq War, the Middle East has been wracked by turmoil, and America’s standing as the post-Cold War era’s benevolent hegemon has been irreversibly eroded. Are US policymakers about to repeat this tragedy of errors? MADRID It has been exactly 15 years since the start of one of the most fateful episodes of the early twenty-first century: the Iraq War. And, after winning the presidency in 2000, Bush declared Iraq one of his top two security priorities. Not coincidentally, Bush’s administration included ten of the 25 signatories of the PNAC founding statement of principles, including Dick Cheney as vice president and Donald Rumsfeld as secretary of defense.